Complex multicellularity comprises the most advanced level of organization evolved on Earth. It 12 has evolved only a few times in metazoans, green plants, brown and red algae and fungi. 13
observations that need to be considered: the large number of apparently independent complex 23 multicellular clades; the lack of documented phenotypic homology between these; the universal 24 conservation of gene circuits regulating the onset of complex multicellular development; and the 25 existence of clades in which the evolution of complex multicellularity is coupled with limited gene 26 family diversification. We discuss how these patterns and known genetic aspects of fungal 27 development can be reconciled with the genetic theory of convergent evolution to explain its 28 pervasive occurrence in across the fungal tree of life. However, fungal mycelia do not show all characteristics of complex MC. The growth of 131 vegetative mycelia is indeterminate and cellular differentiation is mostly limited to asexual or 132 sexual spores (conidia, zygo-, asco-and basidiospores, etc.) and cells involved in (a)sexual 133 reproduction and not spatially or temporally integrated into a developmental program. Further, 134 all cells are in direct contact with the external environment, which means that nutrient and O 2 135 uptake through diffusion is not impeded by a compact, 3-dimensional organization. Although 136 programmed cell death is widely observed, unprogrammed cell death is not lethal to the entire 137 organism. Thus, we consider vegetative mycelia as a grade of simple multicellularity, with noting 138 that some species' vegetative mycelia are capable of complex functionalities and can 139 differentiate several distinct cell types. 140 141 We here define complex multicellularity as structures showing a 3-dimensional differentiated 142 organization with a spatially and temporally integrated developmental program that grows until 143 reaching a genetically predetermined shape and size. Complex MC in fungi is mostly discussed 144 in the context of sexual fruiting bodies (Fig 1) , although fungi produce a plethora of other 145 complex multicellular structures, such as asexual fruiting bodies, rhizomorphs, mycorrhizae or 146 sclerotia (Fig 2, What is the driving force for evolving complex MC in fungi? Avoiding predation has been 167 named as one of the factors driving the evolution of increasingly complex and larger 168 animals (Kaiser, 2001; Knoll, 2011; Rokas, 2008) . This is, however, quite unlikely as a driving 169 force in fungi, because of their osmotrophic lifestyle and because hyphal multicellularity is 170 sufficient to avoid the entire individual being eaten by predators. Even if much of the thallus is 171 destroyed, the individual can completely regenerate, as long as sufficient nutrients are 172 available(Fricker, Heaton, Jones et al., 2017). The most evident selective advantage for fruiting 173 bodies is the promotion of spore dispersal and enclosure of developing sexual propagules into a 174 3-dimensional structure. Remarkably, both major sporogenous cell types, asci and basidia, 175 evolved mechanisms for active spore discharge (Dressaire et al., 2016; Roper et al., 2010; Trail, 176 2007) . Increasing the efficiency of spore dispersal could have driven the evolution of structures 177 that enclose and raise asci and basidia above ground level. Fruiting bodies also provide 178 protection against infections and predation of spores, through various structural (veils, setae, 179 hairs, spikes) and chemical defense systems. Insecticidal and antimicrobial armories are 180 particularly rich in fruiting-body forming fungi and include secondary metabolites, pore forming 181 toxins(Plaza, Lin, van der Velden et al., 2014), lectins, many of which are encoded by genes 182 acquired horizontally from bacteria (Kunzler, 2015) . 183
Complex multicellularity in fungi
In addition to sexual fruiting bodies, fungi produce a plethora of structures that conform 184 to some to all aspects of complex multicellularity. Asexual fruiting bodies of Ascomycota 185 (pycnidia, acervuli, sporodochia and coremia) are three dimensional reproductive structures, 186 that harbor asexual spores (conidia). They range from submacroscopic sizes to several 187 centimeters ( Figure 2 The phylogenetic distribution of complex multicellular fungi is patchy and the above 245 mentioned lineages outline at least 8 complex multicellular clades. However, the 246
Pucciniomycotina, Glomeromycota and potentially the Ustilaginomycotina may comprise more 247 than a single origin of fruiting body producing species, yielding 12 as a conservative upper 248 estimate for the number of independent complex multicellular clades in fungi, although this may 249 need refinement as more resolved phylogenies become available. 250 clades suggests that the evolution of complex MC in fungi is not tied to specific geologic events, 284 as suggested for animals(Rokas, 2008), but was probably dependent on internal contingencies. 285 Pucciniomycotina, possess small genomes with a secondarily reduced protein coding capacity, 406 similar to that of secondarily unicellular yeasts(Nagy; Stajich et al., 2010) . Consistent with an 407 independent origin of complex multicellularity, Neolecta is nested in a clade of yeast-like and 408 simple multicellular fungi (Taphrinomycotina) (Fig 5) , which, we estimate, split from its closest 409 extant complex MC relative >500 million years ago (based on ref (Kohler et al., 2015) ). Yet, its 410 genome encodes as few as 5500 protein-coding genes (fewer than that of Saccharomyces) and 411 very limited gene family diversification has been inferred along the evolutionary route to 412
Evolutionary timescale for complex multicellular fungi

Complex multicellular functioning in fungi
Neolecta (Nguyen et al., 2017) . This is consistent with three hypotheses. First, the genetic hurdle 413 to complex multicellularity may not be big and it may be relatively 'easy' for fungi to evolve 
How many origins of complex multicellularity in fungi?
428 Complex multicellularity in fungi is a typical patchy (Telford et al.) character that appears in many 429 phylogenetically distant clades. The prevailing view is that fungal fruiting bodies arose through 430 convergent evolution (Knoll, 2011; Schoch et al., 2009; Sebe-Pedros et al., 2017; Stajich et al., 431 2009; Taylor et al., 2010) , which is supported by the apparent lack of homologies between 432 fruiting bodies in different clades. We above discussed 8 major clades of complex multicellular 433 fungi (Fig 1) , although there might be as many as 12, depending on the number of independent 434 fruiting body forming clades in the Pucciniomycotina. If all of these clades evolved complex 435 multicellularity independently, it means that there are 8-12 origins of this trait within fungi, 436 compared to only four outside fungi. The large number and density of complex multicellular 437 clades, however, prompts us to examine alternative views on the origin of complex MC in fungi. 438
How would models implying a single origin of complex MC compare to ones implying multiple 439 origins? Phylogenetically, the multiple origins model is more parsimonious than the single origin 440 model, requiring 8-12 origins compared to 1 origin and >16 losses to explain the distribution of 441 complex multicellularity across fungi (Fig. 3) . However, purely phylogenetic considerations have 442 little power to evaluate evolutionary hypotheses as the likelihood of the recurrent evolution of 443 multigenic traits might be orders of magnitudes lower than that of a single origin followed by 444 multiple losses. Therefore, in the following section we discuss how the phylogenetic 445 conservation of developmental modules, genes and pathways underlying fruiting body 446 development fits alternative scenarios of the evolution of complex MC in fungi. 447 Similarly, the gross structure of mating pathways, that of mating loci and the regulation of sexual 491 reproduction by mating genes is conserved across the Dikarya (Asco-and Basidiomycota) and 492 maybe even earlier fungi (Casselton, 2002 The lack of discernible homology among known genetic aspects downstream of fruiting 515 body initiation implies extensive convergence. This is underpinned by the fact that most 516 transcription factors known to be involved in fruiting body morphogenesis are specific to either 517 the Asco-or Basidiomycota, although conservation of function in sexual reproduction has been 518 reported at the family level (e.g. HMG-box TF-s)(Ait Benkhali et al., 2013) , which might suggest 519 a plesiomorphic role on cell differentiation or that certain functions tend to be recruited 520 repeatedly for fruiting body development. 521
Homologies between independently evolved complex multicellular fungi?
Taken together, the genetic toolkit of fruiting body development includes both universally 522 conserved and lineage-specific elements, which suggests it has been assembled gradually 523 during evolution. Whereas many aspects of fruiting body development show convergence, 524 homology exists among regulatory gene circuits underlying the initiation of fruiting body 525 development and might exist at the level of certain multicellular functionalities. This points to a 526 single origin of some of the foundations of complex multicellularity in fungi, which is remarkable 527 from the perspective of independent origins and raises the question of how conservation can be 528 reconciled with genetic theories of convergent evolution. 529
Explaining phenotypic convergence is a major challenge in evolutionary biology. 530
Convergence in the classic sense implies the lack of homology, although recent advances 531 revealed that this concept does not hold for several convergently evolved traits and suggests 532 that a more detailed view on evolutionary convergence is necessary(Gompel & Prud'homme, Although functional and mechanistic similarities with plant and animal multicellularity exist, there 555 are fundamental differences in the driving forces, the timing and mechanisms of the evolution of 556 simple and complex multicellularity in fungi, suggesting that there might be no unifying framework for the evolution of multicellularity across the tree of life. Is it possible then to 558 establish general principles of the evolution of multicellularity? In terms of complex MC, there is 559 certainly a common syndrome of traits that distinguish complex from simple multicellularity. This 560 includes 3-dimensional organization, cell adhesion and an integrated developmental program 561 that results in a multicellular structure or individual with genetically determined size and shape. 562
For most lineages, complex MC comprises the reproducing individual, whereas it serves mostly 563 reproductive roles in fungi. This is a fundamental difference between fungi and other lineages 564 and provides an adaptive explanation for the patchy phylogenetic distribution of complex 565 multicellularity in fungi. 566
(2) Complex multicellular fungi fall into 8-12 clades. This recurrence is currently considered 567 to have happened through convergent evolution. While the genetic bases of several key aspects 568 (e.g. morphological) of complex MC are lineage-specific and thus likely evolved convergently, 569 most mechanisms of fruiting body initiation are universally conserved and thus likely have a 570 single origin in fungi. How did morphogenetic processes that link the conserved and lineage-571 specific developmental modules evolve is among the least known aspects of fruiting body 572 development currently, yet these might represent the crux of the matter for understanding the 573 origins of complex multicellularity in fungi. Whether a single or multiple origins can explain the 574 patchy phylogenetic distribution of complex multicellularity in fungi will need further research 575 and we conjecture that focusing on the earliest cell-differentiation events in the development of 576 complex multicellular structure holds the key to answering this question. 577
(3)
Complex MC can be encoded by very small, yeast-like genomes, suggesting that 578 complex MC does not require a great deal more genes than the development of simple 579 multicellular fungi or yeats. Protein coding repertoires of fungal genomes fail to adequately 580 explain differences in complexity level, and call for assays of other sources of genetic 581 innovations(Nagy), including gene regulatory network rewiring, alternative splicing, various non-582 coding RNA species or RNA-editing pathways(Teichert, Dahlmann, Kuck et al., 2017). 583
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